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Abstract 
Who are the actors, where is agency in the Romanian teen magazines? Whose agency is it? How powerful are the teens in 
shaping the media dedicated to them? These are the main questions that I raise in this paper. Under market conditions, teen 
magazines can plausibly be considered as platforms for cross promotion of media products and for advertising, the new markets 
allowing for the youth brands and international cultural products to become visible. Thus, the youth become knowledgeable of 
global brands and of global media products. The phenomenon that I explore is the limited scope of original domestic content at 
the level of teen magazines that are global brands, and the consequences it entails for the reception of these magazines by the teen 
users. 
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1. Introduction 
The focus of this paper is the political economy of teen magazines in Romania, coupled with exploratory 
reception research. Thus, I attempt to link the production end of the media chain with the reception end of it. In-
between, the content of teen magazines represents the symbolic platform that connects the world of production with 
the world of reception.  
One of the preliminary arguments that I develop is that a relaxed legal framework, coupled with the economic 
pressures towards high revenues in the global media market place creates a precarious framework for creative 
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content production. Under these circumstances content per se seems to be of minor importance in the overall 
economy of a teen magazine, seen as a global product for global markets. Content might simply come second to the 
larger marketing objectives of the global companies that develop these brands. In this context, it is not that editors 
are in charge and willing to transmit something to the teen world, but that sells figures need to be accomplished in 
order for the companies to be efficient and attractive to the investors. One of the persuasive arguments of Hall & 
Soskice (2001) is that companies in liberal market economies need to show that they have high profits in order to 
resist on the competitive market. From this point of view, a company is valued by virtue of its current profits and 
transparent balance sheets. The media companies are no exception to this market demand.  
I argue that in the context of emerging less resourceful mass cultural markets, like Romania, a firm structure 
encapsulates feeble local agency in terms of the politics of content and space of reception. The main conceptual 
tools are derived from the theory proposed by Anthony Giddens (1984), whereas the constitution of the social is to 
be understood as the dynamic between agency, individual will and power or intervention, and structure, thus 
institutionalized forms of action that transcend the individual and shape the world of possible action. In order to 
integrate empirical evidence with higher order conceptualization, I problematize the scarcity of domestic input in 
terms of content production, as well as in terms of reception options. 
2. The empirical universe of exploration  
The context of reception options is set by the empirical observation related to the limited domestic content and 
the large amount of translated articles, coupled with the large quantities of advertorials present in the pages of the 
teen magazines available on the Romanian market. The empirical research has been carried in 2012 and 2013 and 
involved discourse and content analysis of three teen titles, commercially available at that moment on the Romanian 
market. The three titles are: Bravo, Bravo Girl, and Cool Girl. A fourth title, Popcorn, had been available up until 
2011, but had already ceased to be released at the time the research had been carried. All the titles above are global 
brands; that have most of their content tailored, mainly through translation, to various national markets. 
In order to shed light on the world of reception, twelve focus-groups with Romanian teenagers were carried out in 
April and July 2012 (http://www.ralucapetre.ro/fieldwork.html) revealed that teen magazines are relevant actors in 
setting the teen agenda and symbolic priorities of this age-group. The users of these magazines start becoming 
interested in the commercial teen media by the age of ten, and already give them up by the age of sixteen. Teen 
magazines are considered important and trustworthy, unlike other institutions, like school, for example. Moreover, 
they are a common object for the Romanian teens, as I have not encountered even a single teen not to have heard or 
not to have at least read the horoscope from the pages of these magazines. Even though the number of copies sold is 
not very high, between 12000 and 20000 copies, as attested by the Romanian Office of Transmedia Audit 
(http://www.brat.ro/) the actual circulation is much higher, as often these magazines are read in common, at school. 
It is often the case that one piece circulates in a whole class of more than twenty pupils.  
3. On marketization and the conditions of production and content  
Romania is a space that has lately embraced the market as organizing principle in an accelerated way; the media 
sector has been one of the most dynamic to get shaped on the market credo (Petre, 2013). Written press in Romania 
is deregulated. The audio-visual domain does have a law in Romania (544/2002), but it is not the case for the written 
press. The neoliberal spirit has been embraced after the fall of communism, thus for more than two decades, in the 
name of freedom. It is in this vain that a teen magazine can be filled with basically all kind of content, for there is no 
legal direct requirement to respect certain content parameters.  
Any content supervision is still considered in Romania as censorship, given the vivid memory of this stiffening 
institution from the communist time. The Constitution protects the freedom of speech and of opinion, in Article 30 
and 31 of the Romanian Constitution, but no specific references are made as against the excesses of ‘free’ 
expression.  
On the process of marketization I believe that Murdock & Golding are reveling: “market criteria of success — 
cost-saving, commercial revenue generation, and customer maximization — are established as the primary 
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yardsticks against which the performance of all organizations (…) is evaluated. (…) audiences and users of 
communications facilities are addressed primarily as consumers” (2002: 114). 
The lowest common denominator in terms of content, the issues that can cross borders and still be of interest are: 
music, stars, movies, fashion, personality tests, brands, vampire books, and generally beauty models. These are the 
universals of the teen world, that unite people of the same generation from different parts of the world, but that 
nevertheless create a world that is different and separated from that of the adults and of formal institutions. The teen 
magazines under study do not usually address subjects that have to do with institutions, for these are different for 
any given country, and the content should be mostly similar in order to be marketable in very different countries. 
Content analysis shows that the gross proportion between domestic and translated content is around twenty 
percent to eighty percent. Besides feeble domestic contributions, hardly one or two signed articles per number, the 
names and images that are available are of international artists, much more than of domestic ones. It is plausible to 
state then that Romanian teens are socialized into a globalized imagination of the world, very different from the 
institutional world of their national polity, and separated even from the world of their parents.  
It is plausible to state that the economic structure creates the premises for teen magazines to function as mere 
platform for media products cross promotion and advertising, and in general for the lucrative purposes that are 
legitimate in the market context. Under these structural premises, both the agency of domestic editorial offices, as 
well as that of teen audiences does not appear strong. Thus, to what extent the teens themselves develop a 
hegemonic, oppositional or critical stance (cf. Hall, 1973/1980) towards the magazines dedicated to them is an issue 
to be explored in the second part of the paper.  
4. General considerations on teen-hood 
Teenage age is the period of identity formation and great uncertainties and anxieties, at least in the occidental 
culture we are familiar with. Teen-hood is a distinct life stage mainly in the modern societies (cf. Giddens, 2006); 
that becoming sexually apt is a universal matter that many cultures deal with via time specific rites of passage. This 
interval is longer in modern societies, and actually the longer, the more lucrative for producers that have something 
to offer to the youth in search of answers and certainties. Actually, as Alissa Quart perceptively points out: “teens 
dependably fragile self-images and their need to belong to groups are perfect qualities for advertisers to exploit.” 
(2003: xvi) In smaller and more self-contained societies one painful moment can be the marker of passing from 
childhood to adulthood. It often means that the one that has successfully passed the rite of passage is allowed and 
blessed by his community to start his own family. The whole community is a witness and an active participant in the 
ritualized process of coming of age of the young members of the culture.  
In western societies, coming of age has become more of a private matter; that the individual himself/herself has to 
deal with and figure it out. The issue being mainly private, it means as well that the main responsibility for the 
successful transformation from child to adult belongs to the young individual himself/herself. The single painful 
moment of passage has transformed into the modern world into years long intervals of uncertainty. These moments 
are not necessarily correlated with the imperative of starting a family, but include other options like choosing a 
university to study in, or opting for early employment. Giddens remarks that even though the teenagers can engage 
in the same activities like their parents, they are still considered children from the legal point of view (2006). This 
places them in a fragile position, an in-between position between being an infant and being an adult.  
One of the central issues in modern teen-hood is that of becoming a fully shaped individual, of getting a 
successful identity. One of the identity requirements is to be unique, differentiated from the rest, but still with 
enough features that would allow a successful integration in the society. One of the answers to the quests and 
troubles of modern teenagers are the teen magazines, media products especially targeted to this age-group, that offer 
friendly and apparently non-directive advice to the people coming of age.  
5. The reception of teen magazines 
The reception of magazines refers to the ways in which teens interpret and narrate about their experience with the 
magazines dedicated to them. It is by now common knowledge that the same message can be interpreted in myriads 
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of various ways, according to the socio-cultural profile of the audience (McQuail, 2008/1983: 420-452). At the same 
time, I argue that the space of reception and individual interpretation is structured by the very offer in terms of 
content.  
A teen magazine can structure the imagination of what exists, is available in the larger world, and among people 
of the same cohort. For the teens, the socializing function of the media seems very important, because it allows them 
to share up to date subjects and interests, it makes them not feel marginalized, but share a sense of centrality within 
the groups that matter to their coming to identity. Teens feel that they are part of a specific global group by means of 
being connected via the icons of their generation. In this respect, the integrative function of the media is validated 
once again (Coman, 2007).  
The agency that the youth exert is within the limits of the subjects available. I argue that the agenda-setting 
function of media is validated in this context as well, for the teenagers do consider the people and brands that are 
available in the teen magazines as important, and do prioritize products and brands according to their presence in the 
teen magazines. Teen magazines are object of individual choice, not of scholastic duty; the youth exerts the agency 
of buying the product. Moreover, being mass cultural objects especially addressed to them, teenagers place high 
trust in these editorial products, and most often than not accept the messages and interpretations provided by the 
teen magazines.  
I did not encounter critical readings of the messages, and quite little oppositional ones. The younger the 
respondents, the less critical they are and the more enthusiastic about their magazines. The older teenagers do take a 
distance from these products, but by the age of 17 they are usually no longer active users. The oppositional readings 
are explained to great extent by age, the older, the more they take a distance. It is not that consumers develop a 
critical reading in the understanding that Stuart Hall (1973/1980) proposed, but that they are no longer interested in 
the content of teen magazines; the older the more redundant they find the contents of these magazines.  
The focus groups revealed that the young consumers do invest trust into these magazines, and honestly believe 
that the content is tailored to respond to their needs of coming of age. While they feel quite alone and abandoned by 
the wider power system, they mainly describe teen magazines as knowledgeable and disinterested friends. It seems 
that production and reception are worlds apart, as well as the agents involved in marketing, versus the young 
receptors.  
From the point of view of the teenagers, their magazines are instrumental to their identity formation. From the 
point of view of the ones that manage these global brands, the aim is to maximize distribution and the reach of 
global media products and advertising with minimal costs on the value added, costly, journalistic input. It has 
already been noted in the literature that “rapid proliferation and extension of carriage and delivery has not been 
matched by a concomitant increase in original production, however. Converging communications is conduit-rich but 
content-poor” (Murdock, Golding, 2002: 118) 
6. The weak agency of teenagers in the teen magazines 
Within the larger polity teens are quite voiceless for they are not yet fully-fledged political subjects. They are 
more often than not talked about than speak themselves. Teen magazines provide with a forum where they could 
potentially have a voice, but the price of finding a forum is early familiarization with the universe of brands and 
consumerism. Teen magazines do not prepare the teens to become citizens, but to become consumers.  
Teen magazines are defined by many teen subjects as an older friend that can guide and provide advice for the 
age of incertitude. At the same time, the voice of the teens themselves is scarcely represented in the magazines. 
Thus, in the case of Bravo there are some instances of voice, thus agency, mainly from the perspective of teens as 
fans, which express their admiration or have questions about artists. The same instance is to be encountered in the 
Popcorn magazines. The magazine Cool Girl presents life stories and special problems voiced in letters; that the 
specialists are to provide a solution to. At the same time, in the economy of these magazines, it is only about ten 
percent teen generated content, and these are Romanian teens that directly interact and have their voice heard on 
these platforms. Even when they have their voice heard, the teens are situated in an object position, the subject being 
the artist that is publicly admired or the specialist that offers a resolution to the teen problem. 
Moreover, the will of the icons, the subjects of admiration in the teen magazine is entangled with the will of a 
myriad other characters, more powerful and established in the structure; that of cultural industries. In order for the 
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stars to exist, there is always need for somebody: a director, a producer, a photographer, a make-up artist. The 
agency of the visible star is usually extremely low as Alberoni perceptively points out (2007, 65-77).  The stars that 
impress the teens are merely “powerless elites” (Alberoni, 2007) in the larger economic chain of the cultural 
industries. Nevertheless, the visible character of the teen magazine is the desirable one, the raw model, as the focus-
groups attest to. Yet, these are very far from the classic heroes of the fairy tales, usually males; that abound in the 
representations of childhood. The fairy tales heroes engage in long and adventurous trips, they solve problems, face 
demanding adventures. The other characters in the fairytales are mere appurtenances of the main character that do 
not contribute to the making of the hero, but help/oppose him in accomplishing the task that the hero embarks upon 
(Propp, 1928/2010). We are left to wonder how the structure of teen magazine content serves the idea of coming of 
age, of becoming an autonomous adult. 
It is one thing to make choices whose consequences are open and to be lived upon, and yet another thing to 
choose from pre-set objects, whose consequences are, at their turn pre-set or that have the options incorporated. The 
space of innovation is pre-set by default; it is in the object itself; that had been created elsewhere.  
Teens look for agency, actively search for models of agency. The producers of teen magazines are aware of this, 
and provide with stories that have the stars as main characters. Yet, agency is exerted elsewhere, in the production 
world, not by the artists themselves. In this way, both the artists and the teen public are instrumentalized, thus are 
left behind in the world of minimal agency.  
7. Conclusion 
It is plausible to affirm that the agenda of the teen magazines as global brands is different and divorced from the 
agenda of the teen themselves, that are, theoretically, the beneficiaries of these magazines. One of the structural 
problems of these magazines is that they are not accountable to the teen themselves, as much as they are accountable 
to the shareholders, investors and the global market in general. Translated content is much cheaper than original 
editorial content.  
Under market conditions, teen magazines can plausibly be considered as platforms for cross promotion of media 
products and for advertising, the new markets allowing for the youth brands and international cultural products to 
become visible. Thus, the youth become knowledgeable of global brands and of global media products.  
Children grow up faster, but just in terms of choice of the products that they consume. The status of consumer is, 
immanently, one of low agency and autonomy. The range of choice is preset by the products and services available. 
It is a very narrow space of choice, actually. Moreover, teens, by their own will, indirectly become insulated from 
the formal institutional world, because the institutional setting is a national vernacular that cannot become subject in 
the globalized teen magazine market. 
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